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"Tell the truth
and don't be afraid."

Check out the inserts
Campus: Get an inside look at what major
projects will be ready for day one.
Sports: Find out what the new and old faces of
Panther sports are doing.

uition & fees increases approved
Illinois State or Western and they were
trained with the best equipment, and you
didn't have the best equipment then you're
Board of 'Ihlstees approved a 9.5 per- at a disadvantage, so we will try to provide
tuition increase along with an increase the best that we can for our students,"
, and housing 1n their June 23 meet- Hencken said.
Tuition for 2003-2004 represents a 9.5 perterim President Lou Hencken said cent increase from 2002-2003 with in-state
em tried every equation thinkable un?ergraduate students paying $10.30
they looked at the budget deficit.
increase per semester .hour for a total of
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Eastern Interim President Lou Hencken explains the tlition increase in agraph he made to iOustrate the budget
halls, university court and university apartments.
Rates for residence halls and university
court will increase by 5.25 percent.
University apartments rate jncreases will
go from 2.70 percent to 3.25 percent.
Sevener,
Director
of
Don
Communications for the Illinois Board of
Higher Education, said, ''the budget crisis
has been difficult for most state agencies
and services, including higher education."

"In the face of a $5 billion budget deficit
and a still-soft economy, everyone has had to
share in the effort to wrestle the deficit to
the ground.
•

esidence Halls get new furniture
nts returning to Thomas Hall Carman
South Tuwer and this fall will walk into
different looking rooms than what they
tb$ spring. Both residence halls are curwidergoing remodeling that will dray change the living atmosphere proto its residents.
k Hudson, director of Campus Housing
Dining Services, said Carman and
halls are the first of the residence
on campus to undergo the change from
concrete and tile atmosphere to a carwarm and friendly atmosphere."
g the new features, Eastern has
changing the type of furniture used in
· ence halls to' "LEGO typed furniture,"
· to Hudson. "The beds and desks are
same widths and have tops and bottoms
be securely stacked with the slip of a
. It will allow the students to make the
look however they are most comfort-

Ope~in

ween.en
'quakes'
By Holly Henschen
STAFF WRITER

'Quakin' in the Quad,' a free
University Board event, will welcome
students on opening weekend The
event begins Saturday, August 23 in
the Library Quad at 6 p.m. and ends at
midnight. "All students are invited to
attend for fun, games and food."
"'Quakin in the Quad' is an exciting,
bonding experience for the first night
on campus, "said University Board
Student Events Coordinator Theresa
Outman.
A collection of activities is avail-

tbem."

ished ceilings, new doors, and carare also on the list of new items.
said the cost of cleaning and maincarpets is countered by the sound
· g qualities and warming and comfort
carpeting brings in winter months.
is purchasing the new furniture
· ois Correctional Industries (ICI).
to Hudson, the university and stubenefit from the deal because both the
and seller are state entities and
are able to enter into contracts that
businesses would never agree to.
· Correctional Industries is a compaby the Illinois Department of
· ns. It allows inmates to build skills
in mainstream society and is proven to
repeat offender rates among inmates.
explains there are no downsides for
ersity, students-ur taxpayers in this

0verau, the FlsCa1Year20b4 general riIDa

aifpropriatidhs are $1.4 billion fot higher
education operations and grants, a decrease
of $73.3 million, or 2.9 percent. Public university appropriations total $1.3 billion, a
decrease of $108.2 million, or 7.7 percent,"
Sevener said.

KENNETH BAUER/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Mark Hudson, clrector of hou8ing and cllWig services demollSbates the stackabilityofthe
"lego-like• fwnibn, as he shows a bunk lofted 88CY"8ly over two deaks. The fwnibre is
held in place three inch pins.
"The lowest bidders in the private sector
were companies located in Michigan. So, it's
not like the ICI is getting business that would
have gone to an Illinois company. We are saving everyone money by doing it this way," said
Hudson.
Eastern has negotiated a 10 year contract
with ICI for the purchase of the new furniture

which ICI has agreed to store free of charge
for the university until needed.
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able from 6 p.m.-10p.m. Spin Art and
airbrush tattoos will add color to the
evening. A caricature artist, photo
keychains and name beads will leave
students with mementos of 'Quakin in
the Quad.' Bingo, with a multitude of
prizes will be played as well.
Papa John's is scheduled to serve
free pizza to complement the cotton
candy, slushies and popcorn that will
be available.
92.1 FM, The Edge, will broadcast
live from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. at the minicamival.
A foam-dance party, including a DJ,
starts at 8 p.m. 8nd will run the
evening until its conclusion at midrllght.
'"QwUdn in the Quad' is a good way
to get out and meet people. There will
be all kinds of entertainment," said,
Thargie Tucker. Tucker, a University
Board graduate advisor, helped plan
the event.
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PREORDER TO GUARENTEE
DELIVERY MOVE-IN DAY!!
• l.imited addhioaal iroct may be available on move-in daysl

Innovative Lofts:

Receive a

• Safe, Sturdy Design! I .

FREE Pi How Shelf
If you order Before

• Extra Storap/Living Spacef f

• Optional Shelves II

August 15, 200311

• EASY tO Assemble! I

FURlllS•INGS

•Assembly Assistance Available

For more information

·: :::ionlin.; _.wvvw..InnovativeFumishings.com
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or Call Russ:
s15103-5101

•

Relaxation & Pain Relief

Toni Lytle
$10 off with this coupon
. exp. 9/3Ml3

348-82

I.He pasing you by while you wait on the Internet?
.

~

Ser-vice
Right at Your Fingertips

...CELWLARO•
Charleston

Mattoon

345-2351

234-23'6

Log onto vvvvvv.ameren.com
select .. Your Home"
click on the vvords •• AmerenCI PS"
click onto ··Turn Servi ce On/ Off''
to turn on or off your electric or gas service
the fast and convenient vvay.

638 W. Uncoln A- 919 Chorteston A.,..

Woi-M«t

Wai.Mcwt

345-1535

235-2353

www.t»lll net.,..,

-~~lllBIWRCIPS
-

A<EernaY• U.UU.!•E

--==::

www.ameren.com
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astern hires new chief of police

o stranger to Eastern, Due to fill role
chief after 14 years of experierwe

Due, who has served as Eastern's interim chief of
since Tum Larson's retirement two years ago, Due
recently promoted to chief of police.
has already served Eastern for 14 112 years and will
· ue to do so with continued goals
ding the facilities, as well as
ual training for officers.
lives just outside Charleston
his wife and four children that
in ages from 14 to 4 Due's oldest
d Eastern this fall.
1986 Due received a four-year
in law enforcement administrafrom Western along with doing his
'p that year at Eastern. Due has
completed his master's degree in Adam Due
ce and counseling at Eastern. He
his first goals are to complete his probationary period
of first becoming a Sargeant. Due worked for Kane
ty Sheriff's Department from 1987-1989, and attended
national FBI academy in Quantico, Va. in 2001, before

going on to Northwestern School of Police Staff and
Command
Due has many goals for the department including fixing
the front door situation, along with the counter to serve students with the upcoming lines for parking fines.
Due said, ''We share the building currently with Tulecom,
they're moving out in the year so we are getting the rest of
the building."
Due said he will address a push for more community policing, which means more foot patrols and more bike patrols.
''The community actually like to see them'out there," he
said. ''We have one officer that actually uses Roller Blades
at times." This will mean the purchasing of more bikes for
the department as well as more officer training. Due
said,''We just hired a new officer the 23rd of June, Andrea
Beals from Neoga."
Due said she will probably be doing bike patrol. Due said
the other officers have worked hard to make up the difference of manpower hours during the vacancy of five officer
positions.
Since Due has served Eastern, he has purchased new bullet proof vests, while putting out a mandatory policy that his
officers will wear them. Due has also purchased riot helmets
and has applied for breathing apparatus' for use in the
Homeland Security situation. Due says the department will
be getting new jackets for the bike officers as well. Eastern
police are involved with the Drug Tusk Force, Emergency

Response Tham and Crisis Response Tham.
''We now have a local dispatch center where we can get
911 info on our computers," said Due. "Before we weren't up
to date on Leads 2000."
Another of Due's accomplishments was to get rid of
unnecessary equipment.
A project Due plans to work on will be to get get dollar
squads, as Due explained was initiated by the Homeland
Security Act.
"If you put some advertising on the squad cars, you pay
a dollar for that car at the end of three years. This will save
the university a lot of money. "
Due said that some of his officers are having reservations
about this but that cities do it all the time with their vehicles.
"We dpn't do gaming, alcohol, tobacco or sexually motivated advertising," be said and hopefully not piz7.a where the
patrol might be flagged down to order one.
Another goal of Due's is to have audits on security procedures such as for preventing crimes such as theft. Due
wants to send a couple of officers to Louisville to have them
trained on Preventative Crime.
Jan Cornell, chief clerk for the Police Department, said,
''things are al ot better" at the department as far as improvements. Cornell says she likes the new chief and has known
and worked with him for years. She is looking forward to
improvements to the front door to have better access so that
the department can be more people friendly.

ogram puts students on track to timely graduation
ugh 104 freshman students signed
EIU Four last year, Eastern's EIU

Coordinator Joshua Hayes hopes to
that amount for this year's incoming
class.
of right now, we're still getting numin and we're at 63. Our goal is to get to
•Hayes said.
in EIU Four's deadline will help

Hayes meet those goals. Last year's freshman had to decide by the end of their first
semester. This year's freshman will have a
May 1 deadline. .
According to EIU Four, Nationwide stati&tics stated that more than half of all college
students were taling longer than four years
to compleate a four year degree. EIU Four
guarantees graduation in four years or
Eastern will pay the cost of remaining courses.
"It obviously gives them tme and money
and provides them with additional support
throughout the four years,'' Hayes said
Eastern students seeking to get into education won't be eligible to take part in EIU

Four because· not all of the degrees offered
at Eastern are valid for eligibility into EIU
Four. Any degree with teacher certification
or other certification.
The possibility of a guaranteed four year
teacher certification or education major is
difficult to consider, Hayes said
"It's not impossible at this time, but there
are no concrete signs for the future. There's
a good portion of the student population who
will be ineligible for the gaurantee,'' Hayes
said.
"Some majors have a little tighter
sequencing, but our academic advisers have
provided me with four-year sequences," he
said

Hayes hopes it will generate interest in
students and paretns who are interested in
completing a four year degree at Eastern.
The Future of EIU Four is uncertain but
Susan Ambrose, assistant director of admissions agrees with the positive possibilities of
EIUFour.
"It's a good deal for the kids. If they can
get education in there, it could be a great
draw for Eastern. At this point we dm't
know what the rewards will be."
Thngible statistics and analysis of EIU
Four will be best made when the last year's
freshman students who entered EIU Four's
programs graduate, three years from now.
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EDITORIAL

Increase
nothing to
cry about
On June 23, the Board of 'lhlstees voted to
raise tuition and fees for the 2003-2004 academic
year.
Yearly tuition increases, however marginal,
are a matter of course at virtually all universities. But given Illinois' recent budgetary woes,
many students of the state's
public universities are conAllssue
cerned that this year's hikes
Tuition
increase
will be steeper than usual.
Eastern announced a 9.5 %
Our stance

uJ umiaon:;~Jsx.tl!e l.Mlltt
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While tuition
· •will see a mar~
ginal increase,

With the state's current
Eastern offers
financial squalor this does
a bargain edunot bode particularly well.
cation.
Many college students operate on a shoestring budget,
and a perilously frayed shoestring at that. While
G<>vernor Blagojevich's pruning of the budget
allotted for public universities was not as sweeping as had been expected, it still prompted much
hand-wringing among Eastern students.
A hefty spike in tuition is indeed daunting; but
students must bear in mind an important truth:
state ~lleges are not, nor were they designed to •
be, cash cows. Eastern does not have a polo
team, and Lou Hencken has never been seen
wearing a monocle. Public schools scarcely generate enough money to maintain their facilities
and pay their staffs. Though it may be appeali'ng
for the financially-strapped student to imagine
university brass squeezing him for field turf
money, it's simply untrue. Eastern vocally touts
its consistent ranking by U.S. News and World
Report as one of America's best college values,
an indication that the university recognizes the
importance of making tuition revenues count for
its students.
The same publication lists Eastern in the top
tier of Midwestern universities, both public and
private. Students at Eastern during the 20022003 academic year paid $3,142.50 for a 15-hour
load, excluding fees, a fraction of the sums
charged by many of the schools ranked below it
in the U.S. News study.
Tuition increases are as inevitable as the tides,
and they occur for a number of reasons.
Inflation is in large part responsible, as are peri-.
odic budget crunches, like the one we're weathering now. Despite the increase for next year,
Eastern will still be a relative bargain.
Remember that while nearly every school effects
an annual hike, few schools apply that money
more effectively than this one.

The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.

McCammon is
the.Editorial page
editor and
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
McCammon is
also a journalism
major.
McCammon can
be reached at: (61 ~
~1 .

Before I proceed with my
assessment of anti-binge-drinking
campaigns, I invite you to consider
this scenario, a composite culled
from my own experience, stories
others have told me, and one very
special episode of Charles in
Charge:
Fresh off his fraternity's weekly
compulsory viewing of Animal
House, a university student and
frequent binge drinker goes to a
party, drinks 12 beers and blacks
out. He awakes the next morning
on a campus sidewalk with two
skinned knees and a throbbing
headache, lying prone in a pool of
his own vomit. He stands and rubs
his eyes, congratulating himself on
another Tuesday night well-spent.
But his reverie is shattered·by an
inscription in pink chalk on the
sidewalk before him, partially
obscured by the half-digested burrito he deposited there the night
before: 0-4 and no more.
As he reads he is gripped by a
profound realization. He at once
understands the error of his ways
and resolves never again to consume more than four consecutive
drinks. If most of my fellow students drink responsibly, he reasons, why shouldn't I? The student
goes on to graduate college with
honors, serve in the Peace Corps
and pilot a yacht to victory in the
America's Cup. The end
All right, I lied. None of this happened to me or anyone I know, and
I've never watched a complete

"The fact that a majority
of Ea.stem's student body
heeds the "0-4 and no more"
credo means nothing to me
and my fellow collegiate
rummies."
episode of Charles in Charge. I
would contend, in fact, that no seasoned binge-drinker has ever been
even remotely affected by such
banal sloganeering.
Harvard
University agrees with me on this
one-I know, I can hardly believe it
myself-in the form of a study conducted by that institution's School
of Public Health.
Published on July 24, their findings indicate that anti-binge-drinking campaigns emphasizing "social
norms"-that is, those advertising
that excessive consumption of
alcohol is the exception rather than
the rule-consistently fail to pq.t a
dent in binge-drinking on college
campuses. Of the 37 colleges surveyed that employed "social
norms" programs, none exhibited
any marked decrease in binge
drinking; in a few cases, binge
drinking actually escalated.
As one of the many binge
drinkers undeterred by "social
norms" Campaigns, I feel qualified

to explain why they don't
The fact that a majori
Eastern's student body h
"o-4 and no more" credo
nothing to me and my fellow
giate rummies. I don't kn
consort with a majority of
dent body; of the people I do
and consort with, .t hose whQ
after four drinks fall into a
minority.
W1w are these people? we
der between happy hours. I
sion a veteran Resident As
with an insatiable jones ~
W1w, whose involvement in
Halo tournaments allows no
for anything but the
wine spritzer.
Binge drinkers are influ
by the people with whom
spend the most time, not the
they've never met. No matte
overwhelming the majority
tuted by responsible
·
bi.ngers will <;on,tinue to take
cues from their circle .of f .
who are infinitely more likely
binge drinkers themselves.
If you want to discourage
drinking, resort to gore. S
a picture of a horrible car
caused by a drunk driver.
poster of an alcoholic's liver
has been reduced in appear
a moldy chWlk of foie gras.
then, my friends and I will
tirelessly to pick up the sla
by these so-called ''normal
students."

How to avoid the freshman la
Editor's note: This column by Barry Smith, 1976-19n editor in chief of The Daily Eastern News, has become a tradition ·
New Student and Back to School Editions of The Daily Eastern News. It remains classic "advice" for freshman, Enjoy itgrain of salt.
It can probably be argued that most
young people continue into college after
high school so they can be something:
nuclear physicist, teacher, man... whatever. But when on that first day on campus you sit in your dorm ro6m, a little
bewildered at being cut off from your
friends and family (perhaps with some
relief), your aspirations will seem a long
way off.
It is time to learn how to not be something- a freshman.
Don't look for help from upperclassmen; most of them will deny ever being
a freshman. I was never one.
And you cannot expect aid from other
freshman. What do they know?
But out of my own kindness and the
generosity of The Daily Eastern News, I
have compiled a few tips essential to
getting through the first few days.
Follow my instructions and within two
weeks people will stop Whispering
behind your back and pointing to you on
the sidewalk. Hell, you might even get
invited to a party.
First of all make sure everybody you
know knows you live in a residence hall.
All freshman must live in a residence
hall, but most make the mistake of trying to hide the fact.
By freely admitting it- even saying
that you like it- you take on the assured
air of one who lives there not _b y law but
by choice. Namely, an upperclassman.
Frequent the liprary instead of the
bars. Freshman still have four years to
catch up on their studies, so they must
use their free time to "socialize," which
means losing the use of all five senses

"All freshman must live in
a residence hall, but most
make the mistake of trying
to hide the fact."
through the use of some stupor-inducing
drug.
Juniors and•especially seniors are
still trying to make up for all those
incompletes and are carrying 21 credit
hours to cover for dropped classes, so
you'll seldom find one living it up.
Besides, you will probably get carded
and that's a dead give-away.
If you decide to go out there, there
are some things you should know about
the male-female relationships on campus. If you are a good looking female,
make it a point to seek out "senior men
and offer them a drink, especially if
they look like they might work for the
student newspaper.
Male freshman should simply sit
back, face it, you have no chance. Look
forward to spending a lot of time talking to your own pillow. The ability to
dress like an upperclassmen is an
acquired trait. The only way to fit in is
to have an inherited wardrobe from an
older brother or sister who has put in at
least three years at college.
That's because being a student doesn't pay very well and there's not much
attention paid to neatness. So those two
pairs of Levis and the clean shirts your
parents bought you won't look right

room and have stayed tf:lere for no
than two winters.
There is one way to get the pro
look. Whatever clothes you have on
right now, don't take them off until
least midterm.
Of course, if you are thinking of
ing a fraternity or sorority, the p
is much simpler.
Invest in a truckload of double
then when you arrive on campus,
anything with greek letters on it
As far as academic life goes, }
anchored in a bunch of low-level
that all freshman must take. You
skip the disadvantage by droppinf
tle hints that you "should ~ve
this class the first time."
It won't be necessarily a lie: yo~
ably covered the same stuff when
were a sophomore in high !)ChooL
you flunked then, too.
If you happen to get an upperclass, answer as many of the ins
tor's questions as you can, even if
don't know the answers.
It will clearly label you a fres
for it.
Finally, meet and get to know
payoff comes after youu have
ed that first year and becomewould believe it? - a sophomore.
At that critical stage in your
career, you don't want to get stu
ing to make friends with a bunch
freshmen.

until they have been reduced to a lump
of wrinkled rags in the corner of your
LETIERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor add
state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250 words and ·
authors' name, telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in
major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate their position and depart
whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. Depending on space constraints,
letters, so keep It concise. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 B
Char1eston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581 -2923; or mailed to avian_carrasquillo@yahoo.
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astern scholars aid NASA research
doctors to create a three-dimensional model
of each patient's tumor and their bodies
reaction to it. The program also factors in a
In a small office atop Old Main, Suhrit patient's lifestyle including things such as
,Ph.D., can be found staring into a com- stress levels, dietary habits and exercise
screen while working on the program routines.
could very well be cancer's undoing.
"The program uses magnetic resonance
"l'he computer program is a result of imaging to caP.ture accurate details of a
A (National Aeronautic and Space patients tumor. Doctors run tests on the four
· ·stration) wanting to find a way in body fluids of each patient and from those
"ch they can strengthen the immune sys- results we can get an extremely accurate
s of their astronauts while in space," said view of the condition of that patient's
immune system," said Dey.
"The program will provide patients cusding to Dey; NASA chose breast canbecause the disea8e can be contained tomized care beyond what is currently
stopped through immune system stimuoffered anywhere else," said Baptu
·oo. The program entitled Mathematical Chaterjee, a computer programmer for the
ling and Computer Imaging of the project.
my of Breast Cancer or Computational
A lot of the guess work based on statistical
unization, is funded through NASA's and clinical results currently being used by
· ersity Space Research Association.
medical dOctors should be a thing of the past
'l'be eotnputational immunization pro- once the program is complete. "As of right
uses information provided by medical now there are a lot of anti-cancer drugs out
there that may work for one patient but not
for another. The computational immunization program finds all the specifics of a
patient's immune system and from that we
can accurately say what treatments will
work for that particular patient," said
Chaterjee.
The program makes use of parallel computation through a Message Passing
Interface standard. According to Chaterjee,
there is one equation for each cancer cell. So
there can easily be 10 million equations per
patient. With that many equations one computer would not be able to deliver results
fast enough so the program uses the
Message Passing Interface standard. This
allows the use of many computers at one
time for the same set of problems.
Cancer cells are of a very different type
that are not bound by the same limitations
that normal human cells are bound by.
According to Dey, cancer cells lack the substance that causes normal cells to stick
together. Therefore, they can more freely
float away and spread throughout the body.
Also,. cancer cells do not have the same apoptosis (innate programming) that normal cells
have.
All normal cells are naturally programmed to complete functions and then
PHOTO COURTESY OF OR. DEY weaken and die. "This innate programming
makes way for more cells to reproduce.
putational Imaging accurately shows doc- Cancer cells are not programmed to ·die,''
said Dey. "The very first cancerous cell in a
their patient's antibodies swarming canhuman body will remain alive unless somecel! clusters. Ph.D Dey's computational
thing from the immune system comes along
Ing has been featured repeatedly by
and actually kills it."
A Magazine.

PHOTO . BY KENNETH BAUER/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
Baptu Chatergee,left, Is a part of the NASA research project at Eastern that is studying breast
cancer for NASA. Dr Dey, right, leads the team.

Dey said there are cancer cells that were
extracted from a woman in the 1950s that
have been continually fed and are still alive
today. The longest living normal human cell
lives only seven years even if removed from
the body and fed. When cancer cells don't die
to make way for new cells, they grow on top
of each other resulting in a tumor. The average human body has 100 trillion cells.
According to Dey, computational immunization has two goals. The first goal is to
complete the validation process by scientifically proving, through living patients, a consistency in the results the team has thus far
experienced. The results they have so far
received from the medical doctors validates
their findings.
"The second goal of the program is still a
few years away. It consists of both giving all
the data to NASA where it will be applied .
directly to the immune systems of astronauts for long term space missions and dispersing the results through the medical
world,so it may be applied," said Dey. "All
the information should be given to all people
of the world."
"I have been approached by private industries with offers to buy our findings. I am
'
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Offering professional Classes in the art of Dance
Ballet· Pointe - Modern - Tap - Jazz - Yoga .. Aerobics

ENROLL NOW FOR FALL SEMESTER

217·345-7182
Studios conveniently located at 708-1/2 Monroe
Downtown Charleston

WISLIY UlllRD lllllTHODUT CHUllCH
Where YOU are alwo}s welcome!!

rubber
ducks
agree ...
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Discount
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·Micro-Fridges•
Purchase Option
for EIU Rooms

See back page
of this issues

Traditional Worship (for early risen)
8:30AM
9-.30AM
Fellowship Tlme
Sunday School for all ages
9:SOAM
Contemporary Wonhlp with Praise Band 11:00AM
Our nurseries are staffed all morniAg

We are dtiht an qrnous. «ro1S the sbWt from
Lawson Halt /Ult south
outdoor basketboll courts..

"'the

Revs. Qndy & Mi~ Jones

Plea5e call us Cit 345-3917 for more Information

I

\VESLEY UNITED MElHOOIST 0-IURO-f
2206 4™StrMt-charteston
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very proud to turn them away. Money is not
why I am doing this."
"Not to mention that because NASA pays
for it, it belongs to the public and actually
isn't our property," Chaterjee added.
Dey's acceptance as head of this program
is not random chance. According to him, he
is bound to fulfil the completion of the program through his personal and spiritual
beliefs. "Mothers are superior to everything
else in the wbrld,'' Dey said. ''The very first
drink of lif~ for all humans comes from
inside the mothers breast. It is as close to
heaven as anything on this Earth."
The funding from NASA was provided
oJll.Y 'fter initial ~ants- wereuawuded to
Dey and his crew by Bob AugmtiDIQJDean of
the Graduate School. The grants provided by
Augustine allowed for the initial research by
the team that caught NASA's interest.
Dey's team consist of people on multiple
campuses including collegiate scholars in
India. The local members of the team
include Dey, Ph.D., Eastern; Dey's son,
Charlie Dey, Project Programmer.
University of Illinois; John K. Koontz, ITS
Director of UNIX Services; and Baptu
Chatergee, graduate student, Eastern.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
l.P WAITED
Qui ,, I T... REACH Is riow
1111111tig IPPftcatlona for P.T.
....... MUlt be available M-F
,.., - 8:00 pm. " Interested,
. . . llPPIY at 5137th St.,
Clllatlatan, M-F 10:00 am - 3:00
111111- ND phone Ciiis. E.O.E.
Ml

--=--·

llfl
,_.•~tor-::-ftne----:cln:-.,,-:-ill-ig-..........
Ill Par?a. Thursday, Friday,
~ evenings only. Great

l'llJ

r.

ene1getle,dependable

...-i. 217-e-2003
lllflltJlllL"ll"~=~=~~MI
WU. NOWlll CDNSOL?DATED
N!llPONSE In per?ner-

-wllt

WESTAFF ia looking for

Fii REIT

FOi REIT

Fiii IEIT

pus aide, by STIX, and on 10lh
Street 1 b7ock tram Buzzard.
345-5088

Aval?able Aug. $500/mo. 3463411
•
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,Ml

for 1 pef9Clf'I, claee to EIU. $300350. 345-4489, Wood Rentala,

for appt. 348.0873

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.Ml
One block from EIU. 2 & 3 bedroom aplll wlh W/D. $200 a.ch.

3 or 4 bedroom tan.. Excehnt
Locll7lon. piltllllly fwnlehed, W/C,
CIA. Trmh pmld. AV9llmle Augult.
346-3213
Ml
Rooma for F.. not apt. Ullll9a
paid. 112 Block from campus.

Jim Wood, Realtor.

REDUCED RATES, 3 BR APTS
FOR FALL. 11 MONTH LEASE.
·NO PETS. 348-8305

549-1521.

Ml
5 Bedroom 2 Bloclca for Cempua.
2 Balhe, CIA. WID, Furnished.
Phone 346-7244.
Ml

WNn'ED ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR TWO-BEDROOM
AFARTMENT ON CAMPUS OR
1WO SUBl.ESSORS FOR TWO-

•tlllnDl$7MRWITH GRADUMY INCREASES Work

BEDROOM APARTMENT ON
CAMPUS. CALL WILLIAMS
RENTALS 217-345-7286 ASK
FOR LOU.

lOlJR 8Chedule with our
hcua: 5p-9p; 12p-.4p
Buelneea caau.i

Ml
Av...,._
Now! Enjoy
bedroom mobile home. 720 eq. ft.

.....)Wit . . you to be a part of

..,... 9
~nlty

Cf

,_

....1303

_ _ _ __,.0 0

~.....,...._

'I:!:
4
294-8774.

345-3253
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Ml

BA11MY RIDGE TOWNHOUSE
for 2-5, NEW CARPET, VIN'VL,
DSUphonelcable outteta. Be.t
tloorplen, beat prtc.I 345-4489,
Wood Ren?all, Jim Wood, Realtor.

MS
1 perwonlooldngfor.aroomyapt?
Try this 2 BR priced for one 0
$350/mo. Cable TV and water

privacy, two

Incl. 345-4489, Wood RMtala,
Jim Wood, Realtor.

840 lq. ft.
, NC & T..-..

Ml
2BR moll8)'Wel' 0 $190/pereon.
Cable & - - Incl. Don't mlea it
345-4489, Wood Rentala, Jim

_ __ _ _ _ __.Ml
GREAT LOCATION CLOSE TO
CAMPUS, TWO BEDROOM
APMTMENT. PARl<INO WATER,
TRASH PAID. AIR CONDITIONED. 348-0209.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __.Ml
1 Bedroom apt. New, off carnpl.9.
Parking,
elecJwater
paid.

Wood, Realtor.

_ __ _ _ _ _ _.Ml
ROOMY 4BR HOUSE, 1112
batha, w/d, garage, w8lk to
Buzzard.345-4489,
Wood

Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,Ml

$450/mo. 346-3411

4BR house, near Buzzard. 2
Baths,
ale,
washer/dryer,

Parking, luidry, garbage paid.

$1 ,000/12 moa. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _.818

-....----- ---Ml
2 Bedroom house, off ~·

2BR apta ne. Buzzsd. $480/12
monthe, water Inc?. Low u5ll7lea,
AIC, coin lawldry, ample parking.

345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
Ml

FOi llEIT

__________,_,818
1BR apta for 1 from $200400/month. Uats at 1512 A
atnlet.345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Re.itor.

----~------'._
Two
OBR On Uncoln or 9lh St.
Near
Buzzard
Locations,
Furnished, C.i? 348-01578 or
www.lal imm1PftlP9rides.corn

~-----~-_,818

1800 12th

Street. New Duplex. 3

~

- --•'. -r:F==: ·~· • a~

..

~~- ~

1
'

I

Lllicalnwood Plnene tm large 2
BR apta. 8Y111111b1e e 2020 10th.
Cel 345.8000 to Mel

-------~---00

Efficiency apartl'11a'lt c1oee to
campua with NC. Mmtee only, no
smoking. $340/month. All utHltles
Included.
345-3232 clllya.
_________
oo

2-3 bedroom apertmenta. $299$349. Include gaa. water & tralh.
Cell O.V. 348-1543. Leave mesaage.
__________oo.
Newly nNTiodeled, furnllhed 2

bedroom. Water/trash paid.
l...aundry room. 913 4th sn.t.
317-3085 or 235-0405. $470/mo.
Nopeta.

•

00

La'g8 1 bedroom. Cloee to mmpua. All elec:7rlc. Cen?nll All. No
peta. 345-7288

~---------00

pet. 1 block to Sbldlum, w/d, cen-

00
SE'"'"ITSl=-NG
---E_R_AA__MTM~-ENTS---- 18119THST.1 BLOCK EAST Of
OLD

MAIN,

1-2

BEDROOM

1479

_________,oo

Sony No Petal 348.0008

00
4 or 5 BR houle, 2 bethl, NC &
W/D, 1020 11t It. Dan 345.3273

2 nice ~. all appllancM,
W/D. A,,.._,. Spring & Fal 2003.
Excellent
loc:a?lona.
345-7530
___
___
_ __,00
FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235
- . 10 mo. leeee. NO PETS. 3455048
_ _ _ _ _ _ __,00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St 3 BR fumlahed aplll, low
utl?ltlea. New carpet and MW furnltln. le8llng for Spring and Fiii!
2003 ............. Cal 348-3583

$299 INCLUDES GAS, WATER,
AND TRASH. 10 MO. LEASE.
9-11AM
_ _ __ __ _ _00.

IOOMMATES
Quiet Roonmate w.nted. 2 BR

HOUM Furnished. 10 Minutes
Eaet of c.rr.p. on Llllcoln Ave.
Near Mhmore. $400/Month, Pkm
Ulllllea. Non-Smoker. No Pertea.

•

~c;,

ti)

Stove, refrlgsator, dishwasher,
microwave, wats & traeh paid.
Great location! Call 348-7746.

I

·

Sub7111or needed 7th St
rarnocleled, e?oee to
$250/month, parking,
traeh. 217-549-2224

FOR SALE
2 Couches, w/Hlde-A-Bed,
Matnlleee, Neun! color,
$2!50 CALL 217-348-5908.

PERSON ALI
ATTENTION ALL ~'llAl"'I•

SENIORS! If you . . lnhll....,1111
a ~ of your 8M1lor
and . . not ... how to p7ck
come to the Student
olllce... room 1802 Buzzard
and for only $4 we wll mal
copy In the Fmll when they
pubhhed. Call•581-2812
more lnfOrmatlon.

llOUICEMEI
ATTENTION ALL G
SEN?ORSI If you _.. int.nlllllMI
a yearbook of your senior

• ~

more information.

• Free Trash

• Balconies

•Parking

•Laundry Fae.

When location matters, call us!

New Carpet .& Furniture • Dishwasher!:

1509 S. 2nd
3 Bedroom Furnished Apts.
Great Location & Rent Rates

01v~

copy In the Fall when they
published. Call 581-2812

Come see our newly recarpeted apartments!

. !

. Signing Incentives

c;o\NG,ALMos.,. c

Park Place Apts · ·

60

(217) 345-4489
Fax: (217) 345-4472

• •183

SUILESSOR

int . . not sure how to pick
come to the Student Publllcall
ofl?ce, room 1802 Buzzard
and for only $4 we wiH mmll

r-····;;-H;;gh·;~··Ap~;t;;;;;···~
~--·~ir

...

--~-------'

Roonmate for 3 BR New Apt

I

NEWLY REMODELED

Call

348.1479

ABCNE MOM'S. DAVE 345.2171.

cal Ryw'i 349-8674.

Jim Wood, R e a l t o r

lB

Roonwnat•
$295/month.

______,._____.oo

WooCI Rentals··
1512 A Street
P.O. Box377
Charleston, Illinois 61920

00

J

- - - -- - - - - 'oo
~ Auguet 1~. 2003, 2 & 3

campus by ElU police. Pleme call

345-5022.

_ __.__ __ ____,'OD

346-7136.

BR Fwn AfA. l.ar1dry on prwnle- . perking & trash Included. Vsy
clesi, nice & 7ocaly owned. On

mate. IMa than one block
campus; New BuHdlng;
bedroom fuly fumlehed. 1429Street. apartmait 17. Cal for
appoilltnl9lit. Phone runber

~-------....,,..~llO

Now Nnllng for F.. 2003: Vsy
cloee to campus. Several 1,2&3
BR apta. 3 BR. ~ avalllible.

tl•.

Apartment for rWlt: 2
denla looking for one more

Newly NCal'J)eted, 1,2,3 BR apta
on c:snpua. Cmll Und8ay at 348-

A room In my houee for one l1Wi
t.il aemeet• only (4-monlh contrac:I). $175. lnclud• most utll1 b7ock tram cmipue. Leave
meuage for Diane, 346-7268.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE 20002004 SCHOOL YEAR. 9 MONTH
INDIVIDUAL LEASE. COMPLETELY FURNISHED PLUS HEAT AND
GARBAGE FURNISHED CALL

•

~-----------00
BUZZARD
STUDENTS.

Renting now for F.. of 2003. 4 BR
houaee. Within waldng dlstMce
of Eastern. Call 345.2487

2 Bedroom, 1 b7ock from campus.
All. l...aundry. No pets. 346-7288

've got your apartment
I us...

___________.oo

blocks fro campus. 2, 3, or 4 bedrooms
_ _217-389-5610
_ _ _ _ _ __,818

---HOUSE--.-Fnieh--peint--&--'cartral ale. $830f12 monlha for 3
t ...aiita.
345-4489,
Wood
Renllila, Jim Wood, Realtor.

ROOMMATES

.
:

Contact Lindsey @348-1479

~
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liege Board selects 7th Street officially
stern professors · becomes part of
Eastern'
s
landscape
grade AP exams
ssors Wtlliam Addison and Cari
Eastern's Psychology department,
participated in reading of the cold's Advanced Placement exams in
Beach, FL. The AP program
high-school students to enroll in colcoursework and then take the
for tho~ cour~. Addison was
i: for ~e·«i"'"~~ belping ''develop
riOIJ. ~ ·,f~d: points on the
www.apcentral.collegeboard.com The
he said.
Held in June at website offers an insight about the exams
Brito was a reader of the exams. including writing, development, scoring,
· tely 1.7 million exams from 19 analysis, and validity of the exams.
were graded by at least 6,000
For each AP course, an exam is adminiswho represented the best colleges tered at each participating school around
cators in the U.S., Canada and the world.
Addison said, "there were 62,000 • Addison said, ''Psychology is a fast growOf e$88YS in psychology" in which he ing area, not every high school has psych,"
anly been added to the exam ques- to offer their students. The website
in the last "10-12 years." ''People explains of an upcoming national conferin one of two questions'' that would ence in Los Angelas that last year involved
d by the psychology essays said AP teachers of all levels, novices to veteran
. 200 readers alone examined the AP readers, middle school and high school
in P8ychology for that one week. teachers, counselors, administators and
AP has a website where students and professors who attended.
professionals can log-on at

+Eastern trades local
student scholarships
for Seventh Street
addition
UIG~. & F ~ A.TU_RE -~-Dl~O R
Q

The transition bf 7th street becoming the
property of Eastern Was made official June
3, when the council voted on and approved
the agreement at its regularly scheduled
meeting.
"Eastern needed the street and the state
has cut back their budget, so we approved
the exchange for 4,444 credit hours instead
of the equivalent of that amount in actual
money," said Lorelei Sims, Charleston City
Council member.
Eastern needs 7th street in order to complete the construction of the new Doudra
Fine Arts Building. The school began the
demolition of the building last year and
moved all of the scheduled classes and
facilities usually located in the building to
other locations around the Charleston area.
Sims said programs are still being fine
tuned to handle the awarding of the credits
to Charleston High School graduate residents who wish to attend Eastern. Sims
stated that requirements for local residents
to get the credits awarded and the standards of keeping the credits coming one
semester after another will be stricter than
what most Eastern students are accustomed to. "Our scholarship programs will
be more hands on and we'll be able to moni·
tor tht! J>.r..om::ess of..
students better,"

sht!bn:r-~!""

3

W11

KEN BAUER/ STA FF

City officials accepted credit hours in ._ d
money for the sale of 7th street.

scholarships will require students to stick
to their major after their freshman year
limiting the total amount of majors
changes they can make.
Sims said the council was very eager to
pass this vote and help further good relations with the university by accepting 4,444
credits i.rt exchange for 7th street because
the council knew the university.didn't hive
the.extra money to mak.e the dAAl t.bii uat.. I

-·-~---~------------

Sims explained that the city granted

neral Merchandise
n. ·Sat. Sam· 9 pm
Mon.· Fri. 8 am· 9 pm
Sun. 9 am· 7 pm
Sat. 9 am • 5 pm
· uor De artment
·Sat. 9am· 9pm Pharmacy - Greeting Cards .. Cosmetics Sun. 10 am • 5pm
un.11am·7 pm
Liquor .;,. One Hour Photo Finishing

PHARMACY

--------------------·
·
Coupon #999
Order 2 Sets,
2nd set

·99¢
4" Jumbo Size
Color Print Processing
One Hour Service Onlyl Any Exp. Rolll
1 Coupon must accompany roll. 36mm C-41 proceealng only.
·urnlted to machine capadty. •

--------------------·
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Hours:

10:30 a.m. - Midnight Sun
n
ay
NOW OPEN ·until 2:
y -8aturdayt
FAST FRESH
IVERY
ALL DAY EVERYDAY
Across from Old Main

AS ALWAYS EAT LOTSA BOXA

THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS
Friday, August 22, 2003

Human Services Center ready, Tarble currently under
construction, Doudna Fine Arts project on hold
Human Services Center Additions
Health Services

counseling Center

Career Services

Location: First fk:>or. east
wing

Location: First floOr,

Locaticrl: Forst floor.

south wing

Staff 30,includlng five

Staff: 7, Including :;i
psychologists. 3 coun
Selors and support

southWlng
Staff:?

physicians and two nurse
practleioners
Sp;tce: 12.789 SQ. ft.

Space: 5, 741 SQ. ft.
fmpn:;M31nents:

staff
Space: 3,995 SQ. ft.

• new presentatbn

lrl\provements:
• more exam, observation

Improvements:

the

equipment

room with state-of
art audiO/visual

and dressign rooms

• private reception

• private consultation and

and waiting area

"'technology upgrades

meeting areas

includfng papertess

ray suite, patient education

• expanded student
training rooms
"" resource room.
• large group counseling
room
• new video system
•closed circuit tetevis!on

station. technolOgy

system

UPdates

• enhanced compater

• preventative medecine
unit
• expanded women's
health services suite
• tabOratory. phaITTlacy, x-

imaging system ard
wireless technology

JOAQUIN OCHOA/STAFF

Construction workers put the finishing touches on the parking lot for the Human
Services Center

capabilities

SEE HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
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Tarble gets face lift, closed during school year
Renovations on Tarble Arts began three weeks ago
thanks to a $2.12 million donation.

The construction project which is slated to last 12-15
months will just one of the many throughout the year.
Due tO the construction, Tarble will be closed for the
fall semester and students will no longer haye access to
the gallery and other programs through the end of the
year. However, educational programs will still be available albeit in other locations.
Michael Watts, director of Tarble Arts, was confident
that with continued efforts the Art Department and
par1eston public schools will be able to coordinate such
iducational programs "Our goal is to try to minimize the
;impact for things that directly affect Eastern students
and the rest of the population," Watts said.
The Tarble Arts Center, designed by Boston architect
E. Verner Johnson and Associates, first opened in 1982
and cost $1.S million at that time. The specific planning
for the addition has been under way since 1997.
"The original plan ~or Tarble was much larger. Due to
the lack of funding it was designed in a way to expand

KEN BAUER /S TAFF

The groundbreaking on the $2. 12 million dollar renovation of the Tarble Arts Center has begun.
The project is expected to be completed at the end of
the calendar year.

easily," Watts said.
The 6,200 square ft. addition, also designed by E.
Verner Johnson and Associates, is comprised of a large_

common area, an electronic gallery,..a meeting room and
other miscellaneous support facilities.
Having only one gallery area has limited Tarble. The
new facilities will allow for new programming.
"At this point, all the presentations are all done in the
main gallery, we want to get that into the new convocation area," Watts said.
Tarble Arts Center is the only Eastern facility made
possible entirely through donated funds. The addition is
due to the support of the Newton E. Tarble family, in particular, Mrs. Newton E. Tarble and Ms. Jan Tarble.
Watts made it clear that such additions would not be
possible with current budget problems both locally and
nationally.
Construction on the Doudna Fine Arts building has yet
to begin, because the Governor's office has not lifted the
hold on Capital Board Development Projects.
As of now, Tarble is slated to be closed through the end
of the calendar year, but the possibility exists that it
won't open until the end of the academic school year.
"Knowing how the other construction projects have
gone, we're not going to anounce a certain date," Watts
said.

••••••••••••••••••
••
••
•• Discount ••
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Come See,..,..
Your Favorite~
On The

Big

Screen!

Check us out on the web:

www.lterasotes.com
FREE REFILL on Pop1.om & Soft Dunk>'

~HER

REVI
THE MEMORJES
. BEGIN NOW •••

03

Thursday, August 21
9:00 pm - Midnight •Fat Thursday" ... A Mixer, Library Quad
(Rain Location - 7th Street Underground)
Sponsored by University Board

Friday, August 22
1.1 :00 am
a·:30 pm & 10:30 pm

Honors College - Freshmen Seminar, Buzzard Auditorium
Outdoor Movie (Double Feature), Library Quad
(Rain Location - Grand Ballroom, University Union)
Sponsored by Orientation

10:00 pm - 1:00 am

Cosmic Bowling (Free Shoe Rental) : University Union

Saturday, August 23
6:00 pm - Midfi!iaht ",So_lish Splash" - Quakin' in the Quad, Library Quad
lr:'i'f. i"-lh

(Ba!1;1 Lo.cation - McA.tae. ~y~ium)
Sponsored by University Board
10:00 pm - 1:00 am Cosmic Bowling (Free Shoe Rental), University Union
~

:00 am Brad Lowery (Comedian), 7th Street Uncferground
Sponsored by University Board

Sunday, August 24
5:00 pm Fredrick Winters (Hypnotist/Illusionist), Grand Ballroom
Sponsored by The

R~sidence

Hall Association and

The EIU Resident Readership Program

Tuesday, August 26
5:00 pm - 9:00 pm Welcome Back BBQ & 4-SQuare Tournament, Carman Hall
.
This event will raise money for St. Judea Childrens Research Hospital

Sponsored by The Panhellenic, lnterfaternlty,

Wednesday, August 27

National Pan-Hellenic & Junior Greek Councils

7:00 pm - 10:00 pm Praise Fest & VolunteerFair. library Quad
7:00 pm EIU4 Informational Meeting, 1895 Room,

Unlver~ty

Union

Thursday, August 28
6:00 pm Make Your Own Sundae, Library Quad

Saturday, August 30

Sponsored by National Pan-Hellenic Council & BSU

5·:00 pm & 8:00 pm The Matrix: Reloaded, Buzzard Auditorium
Sponsored by University Board
1:00 am Retta (Comedian), 7th Street Underground
Sponsored by University Bo·ard

for more details about Panther Preview visit the Orientation

3
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Welcome Students
I
h YEAR ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

Client S ecial - Hair cut 8.00

OED HAIR STYLING
rner of 7th and Lincoln
348-7818
(must present coupon)

Get
ahead
with Laka Land's
anlina caursas

o/""""" _,.....
,.,,,,...,,,t:•!

Our I.,.,,. sillat:lion
i.ts you tak• dsa• al ,.,,,

Come Worship at

outhside Church of Christ
nday: Bible Study - 9:30 am

Worship - 1 0:30 am
Evening Workshop - 6:00 pm

Midweek Service
Wednesday - 7:00 pm

• Pick up extra credits that tranmer
• Taxtbook rental system
•Day, evening, online
and weekend clasaes

Ragistar Now!
'llBS bBgin Aupsl 25
217.234.5434
Apply, ngistu

w..., nli1Ut

at www.lakelamlnDep.edu

Preacher Wesley Key 258-8326

Church Phone: 234-3702
100 17th St. Mattoon, IL 61938

(:Z17) 345..39,1.9

Bell's flowef Cornef .
~ fa- alf cu.as.ions"
..:i~~

Flowers, Plants, Balloons, ·
Plush

1335 l'Wlonr.oe 51:Cbarle•toa., IL 619~0

uiW

et Phone Lines Holding You Captive?
~

a-eak

H ·~

G tt

I f I I. Jl

.. J I l L l l l

1Nr••11•r
9>'CELWLARom·
Chorletton

Mattoon

638 W. Unooln Ave. 919 Charlallon Jwe.
MS-2351
234-2356
WdoMart
Wal Mart
MS-1535
235-2353

Timbers Restaurant and Lodge
Just a lazy 20-minute drive from EIU
Located west on 16 to route 32 - south on 32 for 7 miles -- 3 miles west at sign

Cost of fuel driving to the Timbers - 75¢
· Enjoying the Timbers Experience - PRICELESS

Call about our NEW barn party and formal packages! .
The areas most unique dining and lodging facility
Glass enclosed dining room situated on 100 acres of natures' best
Offering a complete menu of steaks, chops, fish and pasta entrees
•
Salad bar and fresh baked desserts
217-644-3131
;

www.c.lf J,..,_,..,

r1ends

6:30 &8:30PM

Human_Servic~ Center ope
., ...... Gallaa

"We'N imtalliDg a scanning
that will be transferred 1!
. . . ad - rid of the old
1be a4ded space wUl allow for
vatian room and one in which they
able to provide minor surgery for
"We'll start seeing people here on
of coune it'll be a big mess," Wall
Tiie building will provide nearly
square feet on two floors and in
the building infrastructure n
support advanced equipment and
gy within, according to the 0

-

MANAGING EDiTOA

Cmstruction of the new Huinan Services
Building, located between Kiehm and
Tbomaa Halls is now complete.
According to Office of Development the
purpose of the building is to bring the three
student support services and one academic
department under one roof. All three of the
support services were located separately on
Clllllpus; the move is expected to enhance the
INquent interaction among the three servic• .The move will also make room for the
fine .ts building construction that is currently OD hold
Construction around the exterior of the
l!Juilding, which consists visibly of grounddays from completion, but the interior
llseady been getting ready for students
Belltb Services, the Counseling Cente
Cmeer Services all moving in July. The
. . . - will be ready for opening weekend.
... aervices will be open in the new building
lw studeaits for the academic school year.
DJrector of Career Services, Linda Moore
awtbe move on July 21, as an important one
... the students.
9I'be building location is in the heart of
4'IJIPU8, we'll be in much better traffic flow,"
llDmesaid.
Sandy Cox, assistant director of the coun9tillll center, was excited about the move to
ilDproYed facilities.
"We have considerably more space, and

The tUnan Service Cenlar wll

be....,

PHOTO BY CASEY CARROL/PHOTO EDITOR

for students this fal

nicer facilities. We'll be easier to find, more
centrally located near the residence halls,
and we'll be connected to other service
offices," Cox said
The added space will allow the counseling
center to have four extra offices and a student accessible research library room.
"Student's 8"' going to like it considerably

more, it will feel a little more professional,•
Cox said. Cox added that the extra rooms
will allow for three more intems that will
bring the total to four.
Medical . Director of Health Services,
Joseph Wall already aees the positive effects
of the new building with the addition of tech-

me.

mes:

Development.
The first floor will house the three
support services and the academic
ment for the training of students for
fesskms of speech-language ..........,,,.
audiology will be on the second floor.
The future of the Buzmrd House
Health Service Building is certain,
be torn down to make room for
struction of the Doudna Fine Arts
Although the Doudna Fine Arts
construction project is still on bold
Governor's Office, it's construction
reason that the new Student
Building was built as quickly as it
"'Ibis building went up really
time last year it didn't em. One of
sons was so they could tear down
building and work CID the fine arts
So, we have this building and
urgency to get out of the old b ·
said.

nology.

1408 6th Stl98t

!18P.rtment
4451 Complex)

(In oldetowli9

*NBW HAIR SALON!
*NEW NAME!
NEW LOOK!
and

AWESOME HAIR!

Hall\

,l!llJd &~nr1

Christian
Campus Hou e

....

•aw 111••

,, , ~ 01111e
1'-tl...

••

- . . . . . .,. ..... ter

1••121111'
•
•
..
0lllt
dlf1 M&n 111

..Q

I·-
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I

... . , _...

11r . . . . . . . . . . . . .,.. . . . .

f~IB.llrll . . . . . lllect•lllFl~--

. . . . . . . .16aifr$54.95per-'kllllllrllll. 'llutllelllnlll••0.111111111
......~ . . . .,., ............ ft!llllll ....
Thurs. Aul 21

Frt.Ausll
s.t. Aul 23
Sun. Aul 24
Man. AUi 25
1\les. Aue 26
w.ct. AUi 27

7 ..... - - er.... Sodll
7pm - Pratlle Alrty

2pm . . . . . . . . ,......
6pm - .............. (frw bufwllnl)
10:3o.m - WonMp tn ............
6pm - Sp. . . . . DINw'
7pm - Concert
6pm - ~ Ptlrty
7pm - . . . . Study

a

Coff..._
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Welcome Back
BBQ!
ME JOIN EASTER!f'S GREEK STUDENTS ON:

Tuesday, Aug. 26th

5-9PM
CARMAN HALL
COME OUT FOR FREE FOOD, MUSIC,
cl SUPPORT ST. JUDE CHILDREN'S
HOSf>ITAL

Sorority Recruitment Events-Fall 2003

•

• August 23"' - University Board's Campus CarnivGll
• August 2e"' to September ~ -PHC .RecNitment Registration
Come to the Student Ufe Office OR
12:00 - 4:00 p.m.-Union Food CcMrt'
4: 30 - 6:30 p.m. -Dining Services Una
• August 26"' from 5-9PM 6REEIC WELCOME BACK PARTY
. (Outside of Carman Heall)
• August Uh - Sol'ol•fty RecNthnent Informational
7:00 p.m.-Union Srand Ballroom
• September
Sorority ~itlnent Ice Cream Social
8:00 p.m.~Carman Heall Cafeteria
• September 4th_ RecMJthnent Registration Deadline
5:00 p.m. -1" Rocmd Events - Grand Ballroom
• September~- 5:00 p.m. 1st Round Events (Contirlled)
• September 6-- 2:30 p.m. r' Round Events- Grand Ballroom
• September.,..._ 3:00 p.m. Preference Night- Grand Ballroom
• Sept~ 9th_ 5:00 p.m. BID DAY - University Union

r-

Eastern Illinois University

fal (i).
11111U11111Yc.l

~.,.~~

AfA Act> Atl.>A AI.A An AX ~ Af:8 ATA AZ. KA AXA c'l>Bt c'l>K9 I1KA
tX IrP EK 'EN M>E In ttt .lAJB

Fraternity Recruitment Schedule
ugust 23- University Board's Campus Carnival
Come visit our table in the South Quad!
ugust 26, 5:00pm - Welcome Back BBQ/4-Square Tournament
Outside Carman Hall
ptember 15, 6:00pm - "Inside Stuff"
University Ballroom - Union
leptember 16, 6:00pm· - Open Houses
Individual Chapter Houses
tember 17, 6:00pm - Open Houses
Individual Chapter Houses
tember 18, 6:00pm - Open Houses
Individual Chapter Houses
leptember 19, 9:00am - 2:00pm
Bid Acceptance - Student Life Oflice/Union
ptember 19, 6:00pm - Formal Smoker
Individual Chapter Houses

• You may collect more than one "Bid" or invitation to join a
fraternity. YOU ARE NOT COMMIITED TO JOIN ANY
FRATERNITY UNTIL YOU BRING YOUR BID CARD TO
THE STUDENT UFE OFFICE. Fraternities can extend a
"Bid" or an invitation to join any time throughout the year.

PL&ASB RBMBMBBR 'l'O INCLUDE THE $25 REGISTRATION FIB
WITH YOUR RBCRUI'l'MBNT APPLICATION!

Fraternity & Sorority Recruitment Application
Full Name:
Name for Nametag: - - - - - - - - SS#:
Male:
Female: - - EIU Fall Address & Phone#:
Permanent Address:
High School: _ _____________GPA: ·
/4.0
If transfer, name of c o l l e g e : - - - - - - - - - GPA:
14.0
EIU Classification: Freshman:_ Sophomore:_ Jr.:_ Sr.:_
High School or transfer activities (no more than 5):

-----------------------------------

Legacy or Family Affiliations:
(Please list any Greek chapter to which your family members may belong.)

Mother: - - - - - - - - - - - Father:
-----------Sister:

---------------------Grandmother:
Grandfather: ---------1giw the Office ---------of Student Life permission verify and
my GPA is above
Brother:

to

USTEll IWIOIS lllVUSITY

G•Q)

G~~

[IT-re

lllTEIJllTEllllTY COllCIL

report

the required minimum 2.2SGPA

Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Date: - - - - - -

WOMEN- PLEASE REMEMBER TO INCLUDE THE $25 SORORITY
REGISTRATION FEE.
(Checks Payable to Eastem Illinois UntversltyJ
Return Application to:
Greek Recruitment-Student Life Oflitt,
EIU - 600 Lincoln Ave.

Charleston, IL 61920.

Questtona: (117) 581-3967

1
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No end in sight for Fine Arts construction
By Joaquin Ochoa
MANAGING EDITOR

Construction on the Doudna Fine Arts
building has been on put hold by the
Governor's Office. The renovation that
would extend the Fine Arts building eastward across Seventh Street cost Eastern
because delay in construction will result in
longer stays in rental areas.
The Doudna Fine arts was to begin construction in the spring, however, bids were
placed on hold shortly after Blagojevich's
inaugaration as governor. The only bids and
construction projects being allowed are one
that meet one of four criterias, education,
economic development, health and public
safety, said Blagojevich.
"As you know, it's a budget deficit of historic proportions. Worthy projects like
Eastern's that deal with education will be
worked on sooner or deferred depending on
wether it meets the education criteria, it's a
matter of when," Blagojevich said. However,
the governor did not express a time-table.
According to Carol Strode, director of the
physical plant, "The primary CDB (Capital
Development Board) project that will continue to cost Eastern funds is the Fine Arts
Project. We relocated the building occupants out so the first phase of the construction could begin, the asbestos abatement
work.
"The next phase will be the demolition of
the Art Wing and the renovation of the
remaining structure plus the construction of
the expansion of the building," Strode said.
According to the Capital Development

JOAQUIN OCHOA/STAFF

There has been no word yet on when construction on the fine arts building will begin.

Board, the bids comprised of plumbing, ventilation, electrical and general construction
were to be rebid on July 11, but no word yet.
The Capital Development Board is the
management agency that oversees the construction of new state facilities such as the
Fine Arts building.
Theresa Sharp, contract technician for the

Capital Development Board said, ''Part of it
was bid in February, but we rebid some of
the trades. It's quite a big project so it was
put on hold along with many others."
Executive Director of the Capital
Development Board Anthony Rossi said:
"The hold has been placed by Gov. Rod
Blagojevich

shortly after he was sworn in (Jan .. 12).
Governor's Office and management
budget bureau wanted to review the sta
capital program."
"Many projects that we are able to bid
those that deal with public safety, such
ADA, health issues, life safety. Those p
ects are still being continued" Sharp said
Construction, which began in the fall i
asbestos abatement of the current Fine
building was completed and bids for the v
ious packages involved were expected in
Spring.
Rossi was uncertain if that would be
case. According to Rossi, there is
timetable for when the hold on capital dev
opment projects will be lifted.
"We're currently working with the m
agement and budget committee and hope
have something in the next month or
Rossi said.
"Herein lies the problem, before the ho
we had planned on the construction to ha
already been started by now and be
schedule. Since the hold and with no i
when the hold will be lifted, we do not kn
how long we may have to request an ext
sion of time in the rented spaces," S
said
The $45 million plus facility that is
become an "architectural centerpiece"
Eastern's campus was slated to be comp
ed sometime in 2005.
According to Vicki Woodard, of m
relations, "The University has been hesi
to give exact dates for completion for t
reason."
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FIRST NATIONAL

CHARLESTON
A Branch of The First National Bank in Toleda

WE'RE BANKING ON THE PANTHER
--W-··-- 1415 18th St.• Charleston G)
345-4060

f.DJI

rr:m

SHOWTIME-":::= ·
BUFFET & RESTAURANT
Lunch & Dinner Buffet

Heading back to college doesn't have
to mean leaving your friends behind.
Visit us at MLK Union on
Friday Aug. 22nd & Sat.Aug. 23rd from 11 am to 6pm.
Sun.Aug. 24th from I pm to Spm
for fast, convenient cable service-plus goodies! .

1-800-851-3868

Medi~ ·

Sunday Brunch 10:30 to 12 p.m.

lfollywood Themed Dining Experience
.

Plus Full Menu

2100 Broadway, Mattoon
,..,.,,.,..
234-4151

+

._,...,.. _,..

'M,,"!~,!i,~~.~-::T-::N

uoENTS I

WELCOME SACK .~!o,••AM-:=:::· ..

Saad volleyball on Mon. @ 7PM
Student Bible shady OD Wed. @ SP

AND JOIN US FOR A.••

Your Wodd.. Now..
Call and Of'der Mediocom Digital Cable OI' Mediocom OnlilNf' now and
our special student express service will have you wiretl up in no time.
'Of!erexsires9115ma"1l5Mihlbitr1Dnew~~in-llle!llmor*f. Nollll-""'ll'llltlltinlll~ ~oiler

,5 limiteci ll irl!l¥'>81iJn en Ille lim ""1lel "'*f. M«liacom Cigllal 9fl"'IC:e reQUiffi digilll con>-ene< bOx alld amc"8o• mMediooom Fa."\' Cable a! adcMicnel
llllJl"*idlage$. ~oaco<!! °'11ile'' reQOJtS~ ~ mode!n am iS"°' lllWltd >11111 t!ISoltw. EllemeldlWice may l>6 ~
'or 5EMco...: ~ !M!<atle !•001 ~lo< an 8001.k>natchatgt. '!ml. kmllO. FCC. ~f191s and oll!er
i "'f. se
3dd!!c>nal S~s mus1 a.::te!ll a~ S1Jbsc,._,n leOnS. who:!l sre avUable """'n1<1uest 00.. c!lll9" and tesl'lCllO!lS tllll'; ""'1Y· Ollsr void
..tM~ Ollet$.~~M"i"""l~-111'110ll'(be~llt:><MrgtWll'lciJtr<Jll:e, Clilyoirixl!Mlldiimmoffeef<>t<letail&.

,,....,._<le!gfs,

Be sure to ask about Mediacom
Online, high-speed Internet service

PICNIC
Sponsored by Immanuel Lutheran Campus Ministry.
No pressure, no ex~ons. - Just want to -•c;ome you with•
free home cooked m-1. a good time. and a friendly lltmoephere.
Bring your friends along for good food and a greet tfmel

Sunday, September7th at 5:30 PM
rmm.lii..a 'luttleran is located on Ninth Street across ftom !he Tarble Ans Cenfdl
Sec y ou dlcre! Look for the rents. Come Rain or Sblne.
~WW .eiu.edu/--eju.L SF. 345-3431
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Martin Luther King, Jr.
University Union

NEWS

campus scheduling
Mon-Fri 8:00am-4:30pm
Sat-Sun
Closed

Meetings I Conferences I Special Events

581-3861

Eastern Illinois University

business operations
Mon-Fri 8:00am-4:30pm

Sat-Sun

Closed

.

Student Employment
Family Weekend
581-3616

copy express
Mon-Thun 8.-GOam.-1&.00pm
Pri
8.-GOam.- S:OOpm
Sat
Closed
Sun
6.-GOpm-S:OOpm

Copies
Full Color Copies
•

Moa-Thun 9:00am-11:00pm.
Fri
Noon- 1:00am
Sat
Noon .. 1:00am
. Sun
1:00pm-11:00pm

Bowling
Open Lanes I Leagues I Classes
Billiards
Video Arcade
· Bumper Bowling
Cosmic Bowling
Outdoor Equipment Rental

581-7457

bookstore

•

Lam1nating

Letterhead & Envelopes
Binding & Finishing

'fypesetting /Pre-press Service
Signs & Banners I Large Format Printing
Matting & Framing
Name tags IName plates I holden
Fax.Service (217).581-7064
www.du.t4u/-"'JIFI
581-3820

panther pantry
. Moft..Thun

bowling lanes

s.-ooam.1:00pm
8.-GOam-S:OOpm

Fri
Sat

10:0hm-4:00pm

San

1:00pm-7:00pm

Snack Foods, Candy & Fruit
Bottled&: Fountain Beverages
Frozen Beverages
Film Developing Service
Newspapen
Krispie Kreme Doughnuts
581-8314

Mon-Thun 8:00am..7:00pm
Fri
8:00am....:30pm
Sat
10:00am-4:00pm

.1~ . t~·

Gifts
EIU Clothing
School &: Art Supplies
Greek Merchandise
Computen & Software
Greeting Cards
Parcel Shipping Service
Fax Service (217) 581-6625

.,.,,,,,.a,Uoohtorumn
581-5821

campus banking facility

Check Cashing/ ATM
Complete Bank Services
345-8340 "

....
- -

WInk a Trlllt
-

-

Mon-Fri
Sat-Sun

10:G0am-3:00pm

Closed

Bus Service
Special Event Tickets

581-5122

Vuit us on the web!

special events
Family Weekend
. 581-3616

October 10-12, 2003

Union Craft Show November 14-15, 2003
581-3820/5334

www.eiu.edu/r-wunion/
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8 cne Pawn 8
345-0777
f9
Sell Your Items!
We Buy Anything!
We Pay the Most in the Area!

~-e"

~~

10--5, Mon.-Sat. • 1000 18th St.

E1rst Christian Churc

w.Advertise YC4Jr Business Today!

581-2816

Need money for
clothes?
OPEN:
4pm - lam M-F
Noon - lam Sat.
Noon - llpm Sun.

Sell your stuff In the Daily
Eastern News and make
mone f

Welcome Back.

BIRKENSTOCK

••••••••••••••••••
•
•
: Discount :
•
•

:Micro-Fridges•
: Purchase Option
: for EIU Rooms

•
See back page
•• of this issues

:

Comes in Black, Nubuck Cocoa,
Microfiber Mocha, Stone Blue, Golden Sunlight,
Handcrafted Denim and Cortina Brown.

.........................•.........................................•.

: .,..a,C,
~

Tfhl® W®~~®Y

f@(!J)n~~~~©>rt

f~r~~ W®®~ Acc~~v~~~~~

FREE COOK OUT
Sunday, August 24th - 6:00 PM-?
BIBLE STUDY
Wednesday, August 27 7:30 PM
POWERLIGHT Praise and Worship
Wednesday, August 27 9:00 PM
Pizza and fellowship following
The Foundation Is open to al/ students
2202 Fourth Street, Charleston
348-8191 www.wesleyfoundationeiu.org

••••••••••••••••••
•
•
: Discount :
•
•

.......................................•....•...•.•...................

:Micro-Fridges•

: Purchase Option
: for EIU Rooms

•

: See back page
• of this issues
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Fairview~

Drive In S!!!'J'~':
••
•
••
Welcome Back!
2 FEATURES FOR THE PRICE OF I
Adula $4.00
Oilldmi $2.00

••
••
•••
min
••
Just Call or Check
the website
••
for show /iatlngst
www.neweratheater.com
••
618-455-3100
•
5 miles E of Newton on Rt. 33
•
•••••••••••••••••
Come Catch A Movie!
Open:
Fri Sat Sun Mon
Starts at 9 p.m.
(Second Movie Starts 10

After Flfllt)

PUT YOUR STAMP
ON THE WORLD
STUDY ABROAD
FOR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL: 581-2321
VISIT: ROOM 1310 BLAIR HAL
EMAIL: edabroad@eiu.edu

PORT
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OVC awards
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Student Recreation Center gets new furniture Page 8
Commitee on Athletic Department's dependency of
state funds formed Page 2

allenge
athy of
tern
dents
school year approachswnmer comes to
I just want to remind
on campus to show
for our 22 sports
was a good showing at
the major sports on
but students have
very apathetic toward

on our teams.
basketball and football
t amount of Eastern
to attend their home
t that leaves 20
really were not supall of us.
not saying I am not
not going to games,
to make it to at least
sport every year.
is my challenge to
to go to at least one
every sport on cam~

about it though, if we
to at least one game a
every team that is
il,000 people that
at least watch one game.
t is only 22 games we
be attending if you
me when there are
year played by each
it really would not
lot of our time up.
Eastern is a small
campus that if someto a game, they would
realize they have
athlete at a gathering
them in a class, and that
· e them a more per. g to the game.
nt-athletes on camalot, and it is not asking
everyone on campus
and support them just
attend at least 12
class so they can stay
student, and then
ID practice everyday
lifting on certain
, trying to make the
are on better so they
And some student-athout on their own
practice trying to
dlemselves, therefore
rove the team.
dent-athletes stay
IUIDDler to take classcan still get done
l in four years and
can focus more on
during the year.
this for themselves,
they also do it for
Because the studentwant to win, but their
would also get more
come to their meets
-athletes also have to
their classes for early
· g so they can be
2p.m. so they don't
· . I am not saying
for them because
to have this life, but
t all this hard work
and attend one of
ws maybe more
end up_liking the
the team and continue
it
SEE APATHY+
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Ramon Taylor and Henry Domercant (44) had
opportunities to jump to the basketball professional

level.

Three Panther
players want into
pro basketball;
coach getting out
By Erik Hall
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

At different points this summer, three players to go through Rick Samuels's coaching at
Eastern looked to have a chance to play in the
NBA next season.
Now Samuels has brought in an assistant
coach getting out of the professional ranks of
basketball.

HILL THRILLS HOUSTON
The former Eastern player with the most
potential right now of making the NBA is Kyle
Hill with the Houston Rockets.
Hill played for Eastern from 1997-2001 and
for the second summer in a row Hill played for
the Rockets summer league team.
The Rockets had a team competing in the
Los Angeles Summer Pro League that concluded Thursday. Other teams playing in Los
Angeles included the Denver Nuggets,
Golden State Warriors, Los Angeles Lakers,
Memphis Grizzlies and Turonto Raptors.
Hill played in three of the Rockets' five
games, but finished with an impressive finish
in the closing game against Memphis on
Thursday. He scored 17 points as the Rockets's
second leading scorer against the Grizzlies.
The 23 minutes, 35 seconds of action that
Hill saw was the most he received in any of the
three summer games that he played Hill averaged 13 minutes, 20 seconds for the summer.
Hill helped lead Eastern through the Ohio
Valley Conference Tuumament and to the
NCAA Tuurnament in 2001. The Dallas
Mavericks selected Hill in the second round of
the 2001 NBA Draft with the No. 44 overall

selection.
After the draft
during the 2001
summer,
Dallas
traded
Hill's
draft'
rights to ' - ~
Houston.
~
After playing
the past two seasons
in France, Hill's concluding
performance of the summer
should give new Rockets coach
Jeff Van Gundy reason to give
Hill the opportunity to play in the
NBA next season.
The former Eastern wing player looks to play point guard in the
FIL~ PHO TO
NBA.
Henry Domelcant cU1ks over an Eastern Kentucky ~
Domercan, Is now trying to dunk his way Into the NBA

TAYLOR TOSSED
Ramon Thylor only played two sea.sons at
Eastern from 2001-2003, but seemed optimistic after day one at the Denver Nugget's
rookie camp. Then bad news came for Thylor
as he was cut on the camp's second day, July 8.
"I was disappointed for Ramon's sake," said
Samuels. ''Ramon's a kid that wants to do well
and he's worked hard
"Post-season, he was in the gym everyday to
try to improve his shooting and trying to
improve some things that probably kept him
from playin.g on a regular basis (st Eastern)."
The Nuggets guaranteed one spot on their
summer league roster to one of the four players out of their open tryout. That spot went to

former Winthrop player Pierre Wooten
instead of Thylor.
Samuels said be saw Thylor having a good
chance to continue to play basketball next season at the professional level.
"If he can control what he does athletically
and improve his shooting, he will have a
chance to play because he is so athletic,"
Samuels said "I think he's going to have the
chances to play, maybe over seas better than
in the United States.
"There are a lot of levels of pro teams in
Europe. I think he's talked about going to
England That'd be a place where he could find
a fit."
SEE PRO BASKETBALL+
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thletic department might lose state fu
straying from state dollars," said Richard McDuffie, director of athletics at Eastern.
Henclal wanted to be ''pro-active" in analyzing the situation before the state intervenes with its own.study of the
issue, said Dr.Gail Richard, the task force chair, is also the
department chair of the communication disorders and sciences department.
The task force held a preliminary meeting mid-July.
Richard is still gathering members from different campus
constituencies, .as well as students to sit on the committee.
Ricbard said the.task force will study the relationship
between the atlaletic department and state-appropriated
funds, and ieport to Hencken and McDuffie by the end of
December. 'lbe two will review the committee's finding's
and give feedback for further modification, if necessary.
The report will then be circulated among the campus
constituencies. Ricbard hopes the final report will be pr&sented to the Board of 'Dustees in March of 2004. If

approved, the plan will be implemented over a
period.
wibe campus community needs to lmow the
quences if we were to be dependent of state
Richard said
.
'-rile committee will make sure not to CODllDl'I
quality of the athletic departmenfs programs.•
"All of our state funds go toward salarie.not
recruiting," McDuffie said.
He noted that some of the recipients of the
teach in addition to departmental
·
McDuffie will sit on the task force to provide
tion about the department, while having no VOtll.
"My concern is maintaining the quality of our
division 1 program that balances its budget,
dents at higher than university rates and
Ohio Valley Conference,'' McDuffie said.

is bans ephedra sales Chicago Cubs st
Eastern recruit
., ...... ......,
SPORTS EDITOR

F.ulmn'B bueball and football teams
willbe lhart CJDe player this fall as the
CUcaao OD ncently stole one of their
1msi"*' rec:ruita.
Butera llld been recruiting Rockford
BoJ1an ..... Matt Weber 1Dltil the Cubs
choee him as their l«h round draft pick.
Hlad ....... Colcl'I
Weber just recently siped with the
Cubs, after finisbing his high school hueJ1n1 Seim
ball season at Rockford Boylan HQrb.
Eastern head football coach Bob Spoo
Spoo said Weber not being
and Easte.r n head baseball coach Jim impact the football team as mu
Schmitz were disappointed they lost Weber the baseball team.
to the Cubs.
''We will start our camp with
Weber was to come to Eastern as a quar- terbacks," Spoo said. "That is
terback arid a pitcher.
age. Weber would have been in
"I was disappointed," Schmitz said. "I his absence does not affect us ·
- - I had some ---------~ as it does Sc ·
Niil aoiod -.ieetings
with the family, and ·I "Weber would 'have
felt that he had a sincere college interest."
been in t'he mix, but
ers."
Spoo was disapSchmitz is n
his absence doesn't
for pitchers to
pointed to lose a football and a baseball
place of Weber
player, but underajJect US immediately" ones that he lost
of last season.
stands the risks taken -8Gb-..
in recruiting.
"We lost a big
"We take those - - - - - - - - - - lege kid right
chances when we try to recruit; he is a two Weber,'' Schmitz said "We have
sport guy and he has the possibility to get pitching staff, but we are aolni
drafted," Spoo said. "He made the decision best we can. We have some
and I wish him well."
names. And if we can replace
Weber's decision did not surprise Spoo. some names, I think we will be
Spoo lmew if Weber got the proper offer he
Schmitz said this is just part
would sign with the Cubs.
and that they have to move on
Spoo said he will really not be looking to it.
give additional incoming freshman any
"This is not going to chan&e
scholarships <>r really looking to recruit still have to go find the best a
anymore.
out there," Schmitz said

KENNETH BAUER/STAFF

Xenacilrine and Ultimate Punch.Ultimate
Punch is not a weight loss pill, it is an energizing pill.
'
• The third athlete reported by the
As8ociated Press with a possible link to the
lllfe of epbedra was Lincoln High School
ys Sean Riggins.

Alll•llle ban on ephedra

is a welfor most coaches and most
_ _......., the ban. Eastern head football
ceech Bob Spoo thinks, that they should ban
.all that stuff.
"Athletes should do things naturally, if
they eat properly and lift they will be fine,"
Spoosaid.
Players are supportive of the new ban too.
Former Eastern baseball player Nathan
Stone said it is a good call.
"It is probably a good thing with all that
bu happened with athletes dying," Stone
said.
Eastern baseball senior infielder Chris
Uhle qreed with the ban. .
"It seemed like people were abusing it,
they weren't following the cUrectims and ·
when you don't follow that stuff bad things
cen llappen," Uhle said.
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'Brie·n named OVC' s best male athlete
· n did not know why.
tongratulations came
the internet had sped
's mother the announcet her son had been named
· Valley Conference as the
thlete of the Year.
that I was nominated for
coach (John Mcinerney)
me, but nobody actually •
I won it," O'Brien said.
Ohio Valley Conference
receives one nominee
~nference's male and
ethletes of the year.
year, basketball player
Domercant
received
's nomination as a junior
n the award. In 2003,
decided that O'Brien's
· hments made him a bet'date to represent Eastern.
FILE PHOTO
school can nominate one
athletes and we had three Eastern senior Kyle O'Brien recently received recognition as the Ohio Valley Conference Male Athlete of the
· g male athletes," said Year. O'Brien ~the second fastest 10,000-meter time ever by an Eastern runner.
y, Eastern's men's and
The spring of 2001, O'Brien used
cross country head coach. ence during three seasons. During year."
O'Brien expected Domercant his first year of outdoor track eligiof our three probably cross country, indoor track and
e won the award. The outdoor track O'Brien each time and Romo to be Eastern's nominee bility after transferring from
administration felt our received the conference's athlete based on their heightened public Danville Area Community College.
In the fall of 2001, O'Brien used his
ding athlete was Kyle of the year honor.
image.
"With the individual seasons one . "It did come as a surprise, just first seasons of eligibility during
it is real appropriate to be of my goals was to be athlete of the . on the simple fact that unless peo- the 2001 cross country season and
athletically that way year in each season," O'Brien said. ple have been going out to the then for the 2001-2002 indoor track
outstanding athletes."
Though he .wanted to be the best meets, we have been getting pretty season.
Eastern coaches decided then to
Romo is the third athlete in the conference in his sport, the poor coverage," O'Brien said. "A
refers to along with idea of being-the best male in the lot more people knew what Romo red shirt a healthy O'Brien for the
2002 spring season giving him a
and Domercant. Romo conference seemed out of his con- and Domercant were doing."
Strategic planning by Eastem's complete year of competition in his
the Walter Payton award trol.
"Really, it had never crossed my coaches helped O'Brien to receive final year at Eastern.
IS NCAA Division 1-AA's
"A lot of times they (runners) get
ding football player.
mind," O'Brien said of winning the the award. During the 2000-2001
Romo received recogni- OVC Male Athlete of the Year cross country season, O'Brien suf- to their senior year and they have
the best in the country for award. "As a cross country and fered a stress fracture that kept their indoor left or their outdoor
O'Brien earned honors track athlete we just haven't gotten him out of competition through left and it is hard enough for a
track/cross country guy to get it
best runner in the confer- the coverage we deserve this that indoor season.

(OVC Male Athlete of the Year),"
Mcinerney said.
''The way Kyle did it is about the
only way it could happen because it
is bard to argue with a guy that was
athlete of the year in three sports."
For O'Brien to win the three athlete of the year awards received
admiration from Mcinerney.
"He was doing different things
in all three seasons and doing them
so well," Mcinerney said.
''They (O'Brien's performances)
were just solidly outstanding and
they're really three different seasons. People don't understand what
it's like to get in top level shape in
the fall and then rest up ·and get
back to training and then run as
well as he did indoor and outdoor."
O'Brien raked in his honors this
year by winning the OVC cross
country race, winning the 3,000.
meter and 5,000.meter races at the
OVC Indoor Championships, and
winning the 5,000-meter and
10,00(}-meter races at the OVC
Outdoor Championships.
With these accomplishments,
O'Brien plans to move to
Rochester, Mich.,' and begin training as a part of the United State
Olympic Development Program.
O'Brien leaves Eastern with the
second fastest 10,ooa-rqeter race
ever by a Panther runner. He ran a
time of 29 minutes, 36.36 seconds
at the Mt. Sac Relays on April 19,
2003.

The OVC Male Athlete of the
Year feels happy about his accomplishments at Eastern during his
final season.
"I ha4 pretty high hopes of setting school records, qualifying for
national competitions and ending
up as an all-American and I was
close on all occasions," O'Brien
said. "I was pretty happy with it, of
course I had a couple .,ale tMt! 'I·
didn't reach, but 1 think-if went'
pretty well."
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mer was uncertain. According to Keider,

playing career came that despite graduating
in 1985, Stevens still remains second on the
Iowa State career scoring list with 2,190
career points. All of Stevens's points came
before the three-point line was used in college basketball.
.
During his senior season at Iowa State,
Stevens led the Cyclones to the NCAA tournament for their first trip to the "Big Dance"
in40years.
In 1992-93, Stevens earned a spot on the
Golden State Warriors roster during Latrell
Sprewell's rookie season. After playing in
the NBA, Stevens went overseas to play.
Over the last five season, Stevens spent
time coaching the CBA franchises in Gary,
Ind. (2001-2002) and F1int, Mich. (1999-2001,
2002-2003).
During March 2002 while coaching the
Gary Steelheads, Stevens earned recognition as CBA Coach of the Month.
Now Stevens returns to college basketball
for the first time since concluding his career
at Iowa State in 1985.
"I'm excited to come work for Coach
Samuels," Stevens said. "in the basketball

FORGET THE PROS, I'M GOING
BACK TO COLLEGE BALL

former Panther most would expect to
a professional opportunity next year,
Domercant, seems to be the one left
the least NBA attention. Domercant
be playing international basketball in
.. Domercant is to start in Karsiyaka,
is looking to replace last year's scorder.
just shocked that Henry doesn't have
ce someplace (NBA) right now,"
els said "That's amazing to me."
ercant received Honorable Mention
erican recognition and holds nearly
scoring record at Eastern. Despite
accomplishments and many others,
t went undrafted.
ercant's status throughout the sum-

5
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Barry Stevens was named the new men's
basketball assistant coach at Eastern on
Wednesday.
Stevens comes to Eastern after playing
and coaching professionally for the past 17
years.
The professional career of Stevens began
when the Denver Nuggets drafted him in the
second round of the 1985 NBA Draft out of
Iowa State.
"I certainly liked his basketball background," Samuels said. "Barry was an AllBig Eight performer, drafted in the NBA and
played extensively in the CBA and overseas.
He will bring a wealth of different basketball styles to our program.
"I think he will have an impact on our
young perimeter players, they will respect
what he has to say based on what he accomplished as a player."
The big accomplishment of Stevens's

world you hear nothing but great things
about him. At this level, to find someone
great to work for is a blessing and I am excited about that."
This spring the eligibility of senior guards
Domercant, Craig Lewis, J.R. Reynolds and
Tuylor expired leaving several inexperienced guards on the Panther roster.
"Part of my responsibility is working with
the backcourt,'' Stevens said. "That is my
background coming from the CBA, known
as a developmental league, to work with,
hone in and develop those skills. I look forward to a fresh crop (of guards) coming in
that needs developing."

y:

dents need to
sports temns
tter fanbase
ybe they will learn something

about the athlete or the game
did not know before they went
game.
they will win some of the
· le prizes Eastern gives away at
pmes. My roommate was able to
a Compact Disc player by attend• game, and she had simply gone
r on the team.
if someone does not end up
the .sport or was not enterby going they can leave early,
never have to go again.
t believe it or not sporting
are great events to meet peollecause everyone comes togeththe same reason and that crean unsaid bond between people.
someone would make a great
there, or meet their significant
· g events are also great
. Because all Eastern sporting
s are free for Eastern students,
is a cheap date, and it gives you
· g to talk about after. And it
like a movie where you have to
re and be quiet, you can cheer
get to know who you came with
. Maybe people will even invite
to a party after the game. Or if
and your date end up hating each
you can just leave each other
find your friends.
Eastern sports are not awful
so it is not like people go to
them lose every time, they
ionally but everyone has
ys.
's women's soccer team has
it to the first round of the
Men's basketball had one of
five players in scoring in the
and has also made it to the
round in March Madness two
Men's swimming won first in
'CODference meet this year.
had two players drafted
senior catcher Bret Pignatiello
dae Montreal Expos 27th round,
overall and junior pitcher Jordan
was the Saint Louis Cardinals
round, 605 overall.
's track has seen two of their
win a gold medal in bobsled'lbat one was not in the sport
were in at Eastern but they got
· line to train from being in a
in college.
are so many more other
m this campus that are
· g and doing great things
their organization.
w not everyone likes sports,
22 sports on campus there is
y one that will suit everyone,
most people.
I dare you to go to at least one
for all 22 sports here, and see if
't find a sport to fit your style.
don't find one, at least the
had one more fan cheering for
dlan bormal.
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Panther Checking
Makes it Happen!
When you open a Panther Checking account
at First Mid-Illinois Bank & Trust, your
Panther Card has the power to provide
convenient banking! Imagine... the same
card that serves as your student ID,
univenity access, library and meal card
can also serve as an ATM and debit card!

With Panther Checlcing, you'll also .enjoy...
•

No minimum baJance

•

No monthly fee

•

Free checks to start your account

•
•

10 free check transactions per month ($.50 trtch llrmrlfk'tJ
Free ATM access on-campus and at all conveniently
located First Mid ATMs

•

Free Online Banking <Bill Payment m1ihWlefor smallfer>

• Free Telephone Banking
•

Panther 'Ii'ansfur - a convenient means for regular
electronic transfers from parent to student

l.ocalecl In the Universily Union...
Rrst Mid is YDUR

You can now open
a Panther Checking·
account online from
the comfort of your
own home!

First
Mid-filinois
Bank&Trust
Because You Expect More.

Call 345-8340 lor more inlonnafion.
www.firstmid.com

Momber FDIC

.
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Student Rec Center gets new equipment
•Apportionment Board
allocation allows
Student Recreation
Center to pump up its
equipment inv,entary.
Students give rave
rev'iews.
By Avian Carrasquillo
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Student Recreation Center
is currently in the process of
replacing some of the older
machines that have been around
from the center's opening in 1991.
The new equipment was funded by
the Apportionment Board, which
delegates student activity fees to
the five fee-funded boards consisting of
Campus Recreation,
University Board, The Dramatic
Playets ...Stuclent GoVtlrnment and
the App0rti0nmenf BGard.
The AB also provides general
supervision of all expenditures of
student activity funds.
Ken Baker, director of campus
recreation, Said that he went to the
AB with three proposals. One was
to fix equipment as it b.roke down,
which became a problem with the
'lh>tter company, which had gone
out of business. The second prcr
posal was for a piece by piece
replacement, which Baker said
would not have been good for continuity. The third request which
Baker admits was a bit unusual
was for a multi-year commitment
from the AB to replace the old
equipment.
"In the end, the AB decided a
multi-year commitment would've
been an unfair commitment to
make for future Apportionment
Boards, but they worked with us,"
Baker said.
In April, the AB voted 4-3 in
favor ot allocating an additional
$38,ooO to the student recreation
center in addition to the $194,000
allocated for their 2004 fiscal year
budget.
Since a longstanding AB bylaw
mandated that $100,000 be kept in
the reserve account at all times.
The AB voted to change the bylaw

JOAQUIN OCHOA

JOAQUIN OCHOA/STAFF

A student jogs on one of the new treadmills bought with money from student activity fees that were delegated to the Student Recreation Center in
April by the Apportiolvnent Board.

to lower their reserve account
from $100,000_to $75,000 to be able
to allocate the funds to the Student
Recreation Center.
In addition to the allocation, the
AB passed a resolution that would
extend to future AB boards. The
resolution called for future allocations to the student recreation center when it was financially feasible
to do so.
Prior to any purchases, Baker
said he surveyed students to see
what equipment was desired.
Surveys were made available at
the student recreation center and
printed in The Daily Eastern News.
Baker said he looked at four

major manllfacturers, traveling
over 1,000 miles to and from
Chicago and St. Louis with student
workers and members of the
Apportionment Board to look at
equipment.
"In the end we went with
Nautilus. Could we have gone
cheaper? Sure, but I didn't want to
t.alce that risk with the over 2,000
students a day that go through the
rec center," Baker said.
Of .the allocation Baker said it
gives students a chance to see their
money at work right away, instead
of having to wait a couple of years.
''We promised the students it
would be here in the fall when they
got back, and it's there, we don't
take promises lightly. As a matter
of fact the equipment was delivered on June 30. "
Baker said the equipment that
was replaced was traded in and

provided the student recreation brought a welcome change to
center with an extra $15,000 for -exercise routine.
equipment purchases, along with
Todd Miller, senior math e
$15,000 the student recreation cen--tion major said he noticed the
ter provided on their own.
ference in results he got from
"Our goal is to replace the new equipment.
remainder of the weight machines
"Before, when I would use
this coming year.
The old metal weights they were f1im
machines are the original equip- and not as steady.
ment from 1991 when the SRC
The rubber weights are a
opened," Baker said.
sturdier, and it's easier to ·
Baker said that more equipment your balance with them. It
will be purchased for the coming makes a big difference," Mill
school year with money allocated said.
by the AB for their fiscal year 2004
Baker said that most impo
budget.
ly, there has been a great res
Todd Javorski, a Student from the students.
Recreation Center worker, and a
"I am looking forward to the f
senior physical education major when the rest of the stud
said that so far everyone that has return," Baker said.
commented on the new equipment
has given it good reviews.
Becky Smith, an Eastern alum
said the new equipment has
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Senior math education major Todd Miller incorporates the new rubber
weights into his exercise routine. The new weights were purchased with
money allocated by the Apportiorvnent Board.
Above: A student uses the new nautilus machine
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iVC honors Eastern athletes
nthers named to All-OVC
ball and baseball postse(l,Son

Eastern athletes were recently honored with the title
hio Valley Conference first team in softball and baseinfielder Aaron Shelboume received the award for
all team and junior infielder Kristin Lovering
it for the softball team.
boume batted .315 with 12 home runs and ended the
season with SO RBI.
baseball head coach Jim Schmitz said the key with
e was that he started his season poorly, but was
keep working hard.
just can't be more happy for a guy, he could have
·
about moving around, but he hung in there and

worked hard," Schmitz said. "He. put up great numbers
offensively."
Lovering could not be more proud of her fellow first team
winner.
"It is always nice to see any fellow athlete get a high honot'
like that," Lovering said. "He works hard and he produces."
Three of Shelboume's senior teammates made the AllOVC second team-catcher Bret Pignatiello, outfielder Kirk
Walters and pitcher Nathan Stone.
Pignatiello batter .313 with 15 homers, while batting in 52
RBI.
Schmitz said both Pignatiello and Walters had "dynamite"
years.
Walters had the Panthers highest batting average with a
.388 average including 12 home runs.
Stone ended with a 2.66 ERA with four saves and a record
of 4-5.
Junior pitcher Damon White received OVC honorable
mention. White had 3.56 ERA and a record of 4-3 at the end
of the regular season.
"We are going to miss them and are proud of what they

did," Schmitz said.
Lovering had·a batting average of .278, 18 RBI and hit
three home runs this season. Lovering earned second team
selection last year. Lovering has one more year of eligibility
remaining for the 2003-2004 softball season at Eastern.
Softball head coach Lloydene Searle said Lovering certainly deserved an OVC first team award.
"It is nice to have her back next year, she is a leader,"
Searle said.
Lovering was surprised when she received it.
"I had not expected to win because I did not think my
numbers were good enough," Lovering said. "I did not think
I had a good enough season to get the first team."
Former Eastern pitcher Kristin Becker received All-OVC
honorable mention recognition.
Searle said Becker had set a standard while here at
Eastern and that she was leaving big shoes to fill.
"She will be missed," Searle said. "Becker was an in control pitcher, and as a coach you knew what to expect."

ittke prepares for season at new school

Wittke spent 13 years
· g Eastern's offense. As the
. g NCAA I-AA Assistant
of the Year, he decided to
towards a warmer climate,
lineman and faster athletes
sas.
rything's gone really well,"
ke who riow has the title of
sas's Quarterbacks coach
!Passing Game Coordinator.
been a smooth transition and
pie here have been really
dous. It's really a quality
and we're very excited about
g the season started here in a
eofweeks."
sas plays in the 12-memloutheastern Conference
includes national powers
Auburn, Florida, Georgia
I.SU. Despite the tough conferWittke sees the team having
this season.
feel like we have an opporto have a good year," Wittke

said. ''We have a very strong group
of seniors. We have 23 seniors,
including an offensive line we will
start four fifth year seniors up
front."
With games at Tuxas and at
Alabama as· two of Arkansas's first
four games, this looks to be a grueling opening campaign for Wittke
as a Razorback.
"We look to have one of the
foughest schedules that they've
had here in a long long time,"
Wittke said.
Last season, Arkansas enjoyed
success finishing second in the
,SEC's Western Division, but
received the SEC Championship
game berth due to sanctions
against Western Divisin champion
Alabama that prohibited the
Crimson Ude from postseason
competition.
Games
like
the
SEC
Championship game caused a stir
through college athletics as Big
East schools Mianii and Virginia
Tech moved to the Atlantic Coast
Conference hoping for a bigger
pay day with a conference championship game in football.
"We've been very fortunate here
in the SEC that we've done as good
of a job as anybody in the cotintry
generating postseason revenue,"
Wittke said.
"It's certainly made people here
in the SEC a little bit concerned
about perhaps the Big East and
ACC trying to come in and pick one
of our schools out of our league."

SEC member schools South
Carolina, Georgia and Florida were
rumored earlier in the summer as
candidates to move to the ACC.
''When you're dealing with millions of dollars people are going to
do what they feel is best for their
individual institutions," Wittke
said.
Despite only being a part of the
SEC for only a few months, Wittke
sees the conference remaining stable through this transition time of
athletic conferences.
"I think (the SEC's) extremely
stable; we haven't heard any
reports or rumors that anybody
has made any contact with one of
our schools," Wittke said. "There is
some concern geographically that
some schools would be a good fit
out there.
"Because of the strength of our
league, r think our league, and the
individual institutions are very
happy with our situation. We look
forward to continuing our success
as a conference."
Houston Nutt is Arkansas's football head coach. Nutt's entering his
sixth season at the helm of the
Razorbacks after serving as head
coach at Murray State from 1993 to
1996.
Despite a reputation recently for
running the football, Wittke looks
to bring in some of the passing
attack that helped 'lbny Romo win
the Walter Payton Award last season as I-AA's top performer.
"One of the things coach Nutt

wants to emphasize is being more
balanced in the passing game,"
Wittke said.
"Because of the personnel that
they've had the last couple of years
there's been more emphasis on
running the football They've done
a tremendous job of doing that."
Arkansas led the SEC and
ranked 12th in the nation in rushing offense last season averaging
218.9 yards per game. Despite
rushing success, the team needs
desperate help from Wittke with
their passing game.
The Razorbacks averaged 134.6
passing yards per game finiShing
last in the SEC and 109th in the
nation. A better passing attack
could have prevented Arkansas
from losing their six overtime
game last season that went on forever against Tennessee.
"There
that we did at Eastern that we are
doing here," Wittke said. "We are
also placing a special emphasis on
creating more movement and
using different formations like we
did at Eastern."
For Wittke's sake, hopefully his
new passing ideas work because
the former Eastern assistant
already feels the pressure of the
big college campus.
"Arkansas football is very
important to everybody in the
entire state here and there's a
tremendous amount of media
attention paid to everything we're
doing," Wittke said.

a:re· some sfulltar thlilis

A slight difference from an
Eastern News and a Times-Courier
reporter the entire media
entourage attending O'Brien
Stadium.
Aside from the media, the move
from Charleston to Fayetteville
has gone smoothly for Wittke.
"I feel very good, people have
been tremendous," Wittke said.
''We haven't played a ball game
yet, so I'm sure the8e things will
change a little bit once we get to
that point. My families made the
transition smoothly and we are
looking forward to getting started
with the 2003 season."
Arkansas football right now is
Wittke's focus with practices staring shortly on Aug. 11. Charleston
and Eastern though do manage to
slip into his thought process now
aml~l\.b., I"' R,l'&i:t,.oolla \o ..oval
'W1tt'Ke as~d.rqr, ~·UPf14"\QJ1~
J.R. Tuylor's status with the NFL
and about the progress of the
O'Brien Stadium turf project.
Continued interest shows that
those 13 years with the Panthers
and head coach Bob Spoo will not
be forgotten anytime soon.
"I wish Coach Spoo and his staff
the best of luck with the 2003 season," Wittke said. ''We miss everybody at Eastern and in Charleston.
We're looking toward following the
Panthers this season."

'Brien Stadium project ahead of schedule
about a week ahead of schedule,
football surface at O'Brien Stadium
· to be installed within the next few
tppears like they are proceeding at a

pace,'' said Eastern Athletic Director
McDuffie. "I would think in the next
of weeks they would be able to start
il:in."
her the new Pro-Grass surface
to be installed over the next week is
fdcDuffie's control. McDuffie said
pod weather and material being
on time will determine when the
· n begins.
will replace the natural grass surtbat has carpeted O'Brien Stadium
ltepened in 1970.
new Pro-Grass playing surface will be
d of recycled "chopped" rubber
The new field will contain a drainage

fie stated that drainage system
has been installed along with the
rofrocks.
the Pro-Grass field is complete, the
tball field will have the word
" stretched across one end zone
opposite end zone will be decorat"Eastern Illinois."
!:'anther head logo will don the centern's new field.
the times when fans will see the
most will be for Eastern football

games, McDuffie plans for the field to be
used by a multitude of Eastern athletics.
''We're going to have the opportunity for
other teams to practice on there, even the
marching band will practice on there,"
McDuffie said. "All of it will be schedule like
any other facility."
The durability of the new field will be tested because McDuffie expect the football
team to use it between games.
"Football will practice on it most of the
time, could be 70 to 80 percent," McDuffie
said.
It is designed to be used as much as possibl~. We plan for football to have most of their
practices there."
While the new football surface comes
closer to installation, the Eastern track
remains out of commission with large plows
and tractors moving dirt and other material
around the infield.
This track is more then just the practice
facility for Panther runners, but also the site
of the annual Illinois High School
Association State Track and Field State
Finals.
The IHSA State Finals annually brings in
thousands of dollars to the Charleston community and to keep the track in top condition
remained a priority for McDuffie when
choosing the company that would install the
new O'Brien Stadium surface.
"One of the ,requirements was that the
company build an earthen bridge over the
track substantictlr! thick enough to prevent
ftom damaging the track," McDuffie said.
·~n appears that thiDgs are OK so far.

'with
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Construction at O'Brian Stadium has been been virtually problem free, according to Eastern
Athletic Director Richard McDuffie

the track)."
With virtually no problems or difficulties
experienced so far with the O'Brien Stadium
resurfacing project, McDuffie likes to see
the .accelerated pace the pr~ject ha& tak.en.

"We are just excited that it is moving
along and that is moving ahead of schedule,''
McDuffie said. "The sooner it is finished the
better."
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